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X Killara 2071 NSW DRAFT CENTRAL DISTRICT PLAN
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Negative Charles Bean, World War 1 Historian and founder of the Australian War Memorial, was a deeply thoughtful, caring and dedicated Australian who was 

vitally interested in town planning after seeing both the physical  annihilation of landscapes, towns and villages and the destructive mental  impact 

associated  with it. He was aware of the necessity  to plan for people and their needs.     A . In 1930 C. E W Bean founded the Parks and Playgrounds 

Movement in NSW. Its stated aims were to promote the preservation of adequate recreation spaces and reserves for flora and fauna; to ensure that 

existing and future parks and reserves were  properly used; and to maintain the right of all Australians to enjoy the natural beauties of Australia and of 

healthy open air sport and play.    Papers rescued from a backyard bonfire and now contained in a file in the Mitchell Library record the copious meetings 

attended and letters written in Bean•À_•À_•À_s •À_•À_•À_spare time•À_•À_•À_ ,whilst writing and editing the Official War Histories and 

overseeing the  establishment of the AWM, to advance the Parks and Playgrounds cause.  A cause of vital importance to him after experiencing the 

Great War from the trenches and the opportunity of a "young " Sydney to plan.    Any organisation planning for Sydney and beyond, like The Greater 

Sydney Commission, would be well advised to visit this file  and learn of  Dr Bean's and other visionaries'  views on  the importance of open space to 

the well being of a community. Such perusal will show the enormous effort undertaken by this organisation to  achieve its aims (as stated above). 

Sadly the hard wins then for recreational space are not respected and land is being consumed for  greater densities of  apartments with scant regard 

for exercise space and team activities.    Please   find attached PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS WHY THEIR IMPORTANCE IS GROWING BY C.E.W.BEAN    B. With 

previous densification plans we were advised that we would be provided with " housing choice." We were told what would be developed would 

enable us to stay in our area after we down size. Not so. What the plans did provide were masses of apartment blocks (no villas or town houses -  not 

what the great majority of people wanted). What was provided were apartments for overseas investors to bank their money. Many of the apartments  

remain empty today.     Why then would someone trust  the process again.    C. Schools. They are overcrowded. Where is the provision  for adequate 

school spaces.    D. Traffic.  Peak hour dense traffic is "all day" now. It is costing the nation to have us sit  in traffic snarls. No one seems to be taking into 

account the increased traffic generated by each new development.    E Housing affordability. Whilst overseas investors see our real estate as a soft touch 

- as an opportunity to bank their money.- to simply increase supply is not the answer.  Overseas money across all its channels - legal and illegal - must 

not be allowed to buy any more of our housing. Not to remove this factor in the housing affordability equation is to ignore the huge social costs that 

are occurring and will occur as locals are unable to buy their own home in which to live.    F. We need to create new centres/ cities outside the existing. 

We may have more chance for this if the big developers of apartment blocks and their representatives who have the ear of governments could 

produce a product more suitable to country towns and regional centres.  Encourage them to produce such a product.
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Key area of interest

Employment and smart jobs Green grid, bio diversity and open space Transport and 30 min city Healthy waterways Climate change Health and education Walking and cycling



Housing supply and affordability Heritage Agree Statement

I agree to the above 

statement.
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